Ta Upsilon Alpha

Ta Upsilon Alpha is sponsored by the Trinity Alumni of the Trinity College campus, began its establishment at Trinity College in 1919 and has since expanded its influence in initiating new fraternities.

Second Canterbury Letter Lists Area Religious Services

The Canterbury Club has issued a second letter to on-campus Episcopalians in pursuit of its recently-launched campaign to further the participation of Episcopalian students and faculty members at Trinity College in the work and worship of their Church. The Canterbury Club's program has been designed primarily to stimulate more-or-less inactive churchmen into active participation in the Faith of their Church, rather than to win new members for the Club itself. To support this movement a series of on-campus interdenominational prayer services and Canterbury Club Conferences have been arranged. Attendance at Sunday worship, Communion or Matin, either in the Chapel or at a nearby church, is strongly urged. The letter sent out contains a complete list of such services where and when services of the various services throughout the week.

Personal Contact Planned

The Canterbury Club's Membership Committee encourages personal contact with each on-campus Episcopalian for the purpose of strengthening the spiritual life of the individual and the group as a whole. It is hoped that this will bring those who are outside the reach of their church with them to some measure where new sources of strength lie open to them.

The Canterbury letter concludes with the suggestion to the individual that he or she support the Episcopal Church's work in Canada.

Established Last Term

The program of the United World Federalists is such that it should attract everyone who is convinced of the necessity of strengthening the United Nations so that no state or group of states will be capable of launching an aggressive atomic war.
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**The Reviewer**
By Ray Betine

"The Big Knife," Clifford Odey's new play, was tried out in New Haven on January 26. Into a hush Beverly Hills playroom, artfully designed by Howard Pay, Odey plunges his characters and permits them to speak his exciting dialogue. He wants them to say that, and especially those in

charity with Marcus Hoff, as his producer and procurer. However, when Hoff proposes to murder the love of his life, to get away from Dixie's life, and for redeeming himself in his wife's eyes, surprised

the studio took care of, and is consequently owned

is the solid crack of wood against horsehide,

by 1arcus Hoff, his producer and procurer. However, when Hoff propose

By Ray Behrne

The supporting cast is excellent. Nancy Kelly, as Charlie's embittered
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Trinity Delegates Ready Five Bills For March Student Legislative Meet
Armstrong Chairman; James Egan Adviser

Trinity College students will test the social views of Connecticut college students by voting for five high profile bills into the hupper of the Connecticut Intercollegiate Student Legislature at its next meeting on the 18th at the State Capitol.

By introducing bills, all of which are not presently approved by all members of their delegation, the raiding science group from Trinity will illustrate a legislative practice which is not widely recognized by the public.

"Bills requested by constituents are frequently introduced by legislatures with a frank admission that they do not personally advocate the measure, but wish to have a legislative test of the matter," according to John A. Armstrong, chairman of Trinity’s delegation.

18 For Yoto, Drink
The Trinity students will put bills before the legislature encoding public ownership of all utilities; teaching of marriage and sex hygiene to all high school seniors; election in aid of appointment for judges of the Superior Court, Common Pleas and Minor Courts; compulsory annual physical examinations of all citizens; and lowering of the minimum age for voting and drinking to 18.

Commons Club Holds Open House; 10 New Members Initiated
The Commons Club held a "house-warming" in its newly-decorated lounge in Cook Arch last Wednesday afternoon. We were glad to welcome a number of students who came from other fraternity houses, the neutral body, the faculty and the administration. Our latest pride is a new curtain which can be seen in the third floor window of the book armer.

Club Initutes Ten

The Club is also pleased to announce the adding of Richard E. Allison of Arlington, Virginia.

At the last meeting the Club adopted a new constitution which included many necessary revisions and a statement of purpose.

Harlequin Inquiring Reporter’s Bait
Sitting in the smoke-filled Tripod this evening, your reporter suddenly came to the realization that science group from Trinity for the week. At this point his train of thought was interrupted by the gentle voice of the Editor-in-Chief,施工单位 for John Costa. Since Costa had secured the displacement of the Green Man for some periodical, the thought of cautiously him inmediately entered your reporter's head so he devised a question calculated to find him in his most vulnerable point. What did you think of the last issue of the Harlequin?

Before even getting out of the Trip office we encountered that paper's new essayist, an incident which Matthews ’59, explaining to the monument before he came the delinquency of rat. He found the Harlequin enjoyable, although he had "never actually liked the article on Professor Truesdell. He con cluded his remarks with the epitome, "If you expect to write good essays you should pet it."

Lucas ’69, an engineering major from Woodland 20, said, "I don’t pet any bios from the Yale Register. Even if the fact isn’t 100 percent true, they should put some life into their writing.

A hurried trip over to Jarvis Hall to interview Dick Yoheen ’52 pro duced the disappointing reply, “No comment.”

Dick Yoheen is the Steward to Cook C41 and we found Dave Blair ’51 most profuse in his comments until he found us or some other person present. He felt it was not as good as the pre vious issue and suggested that there were more good jokes and more material pertaining to the college. His roommate, Ray Mattson ’51, looked out from his position to smile shyly and add, "It needs a few more off-color jokes.

Ray Berrie, an old friend of Trip readers (we quoted him last week), thought the Harlequin was very good. He expressed the feeling shared by Professor Perkins, but said he was disappointed in most of the other stories. "Victoria Vat" in particular.

He said, "It should contain less per taining to the Authentic Seal and more material like ‘Animal Kingdom’.

For Yun Wang, a member of the 1948 Trip staff, a classic major was booked up from his book of Latin inscriptions, written a few words in classical Greek and said, ’I vary very sorry, but if you can find the article as used to be good.

There were also several statements of an unnecessary nature which the news editor only could have been printed without endangering the con tinent operation of the Tripod.

English Production of Atomic Physics’ 6 p.m. In Chem. Aud.

Science students of Hartford area secondary schools are invited to see the noted British movie on atomic physics produced by J. B. Goodrich which will be shown in the Tripod auditorium Wednesday at 8 p.m. by the College Physics Club.

Public showing of the film is an ex tension of the community program on atomic energy initiated last fall. The College with local sponsorship of the exhibit of the Brookhaven National Laboratory and a series of public events spotlighting the atom.

90 Minute Show Time
The five-part series is an authoritative audio-visual presentation of the history and development of atomic physics. Show time is 90 minutes.

Farsham L. Parmelee of Hartford is chairman of the committee arranging the event, assisted by Arthur O. Eley, professor of physics.

WRTC Organizes Governing Board of Seven; Dudley Appointed Treasurer
Trinity College Art Club Organized; Has Jarvis 5 For Meets

Last Wednesday Trinity’s newest organization, the TAC (Trinity Art Club) had its initial meeting in its permanent headquarters, Jarvis 5, at 2:00 p.m. The purpose of the club is to sponsor exhibits, to supply the College with an ample amount of posters, but mainly to provide a place where those interested in art may work together and exchange ideas.

Room For New Members
Although the size of the room will limit the membership to approximately twelve there is still room for a few more. The present members are John Adams, D. Dick Brink, Barrie Cliff, Bob Holbrook, Jim Hack, Dick McCarney, Phil Sturgess, John Taylor, George Wittmann, and Don Weitz with Professors Taylor and Pappas as advisors.

The TAC, founded by President John Tracy, vice president Ray Bernie, and secretary Ray Anderson, has been accepted by the College as a member of the Intercollegiate Student Federation. A card separate from the student body was given to the group.

Treasurer Appointed
In line with the formation of the board, as well as the plan of the College Senate to help leading activities regulate their finances, Ed sall also announced the appointment of a station treasurer, Marshall Dud ley, to re-createre efficiency in the handling of station finances, and to keep the board up-to-date at all times on these matters.

Dudley, a sophomore, lives in Guil ford, Conn.

SHOWS:

This Friday, March 2nd

"SNOW CAPPERS"

This Friday, March 2nd

"EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES"

Next Week 2 New French Hits
Andre Malraux’s “Thank’s for your dinner”
Yves Montand’s “Two of a Kind”

Extra 1 Ski Short
"NEW CAPPERS" plus excellent Cartoon in Technicolor

Universal-International

RAYMOND MASSEY DAVID NIVEN ROGER LINDAY KIM HUNTER

"STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN"

In breath-taking new chromatic Technicolor


Any person worth his salt in the field of physics would have to see the noted British movie on atomic physics produced by J. B. Goodrich which will be shown in the Tripod auditorium Wednesday at 8 p.m. by the College Physics Club.

Public showing of the film is an extension of the community program on atomic energy initiated last fall. The College with local sponsorship of the exhibit of the Brookhaven National Laboratory and a series of public events spotlighting the atom.
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Show above are two of the machines which the newly remodeled project 55 of the Chemistry Auditorium the best and most modern in the Hartford area.

Made possible by a gift of $5,000 to Trinity, they will be used for audio visual presentations of the college as well as making possible regular Friday and Saturday night screenings of feature pictures under the sponsorship of the Nautical Association.

A top-ranking favorite among the many PHE BATES shoe styles awarded the authentic seal of endorsement by university leaders, and with Bates' famous "muscle" extra wide across the ball of the shoe for everyday comfort.

Ask for Phil Bate No. 470
Geniune white buckskin shoe, on thick rubber sole.

THE BOND PRESS, INC.

Printers of the Tripod

94 ALLEY STREET - - - HARTFORD, CONN.

HONISS EST. 1845

QUALITY FOOD AND BEVERAGES

WRITE ORDER SUNDAY

22 STATE STREET, Hartford, Conn.

NEWLY ADDED

Now Available

$47.50

HENRY MILLER

UNIVERSITY SHOP

85 TRUMBULL ST., HARTFORD, CONN.

THE HUBERT DRUG

ON ZION STREET

WHERE TRINITY MEN EVENTUALLY MEET FOR DRUG STORE NEEDS

Printers To Trinity College For Many Years

CASE, LOCKWOOD AND BRAINARD

A Division of Connecticut Printers, Inc.

85 TRUMBULL ST., HARTFORD, CONN.

"Dipper-free Where Your Foot Bends"

$10.90

ALEXANDER'S SHOE STORE

320 ASYLUM ST.

HOTEL BOND BLDG.

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
**Tufts Score: 65-49**

Win As Home Team Shows Poor Form

Tufts displayed a dazzling come-from-behind victory to top the Trinity Hilltoppers 65-49, in front of an estimated crowd of 1000 people at the Memorial Auditorium, Hartford, March 15. The margin of Ten's seventh of the season to match the number of victories Bullings' charges have chalked up.

The victors can often turn to their fans, which have passed set upon countless moral support, for whatever the contest took advantage. Leon Kolankiewicz, in his sixth season, proved to be the first to pace the team to a 31-7, first-time advantage.

**Improvement in Second Half**

Meanwhile the home team failed to set up many scoring thrusts and were hit by the 200-yard game of a quick setup. Fast-moving, sharpshooting to put up plenty of points in a classic game. Tufts opened its own with a 40-point and slowly pulled away little by little.

Kolankiewicz High Man

Kolankiewicz was the high man for Tufts in the evening with 19 markers in eight leading minutes, here he scored 10 points, though not second high for the team, came at the most opportune time to help take advantage of Bullings' victory in the second half. Tufts was without Kolankiewicz, who was out with an injury.

**Final Score:**

Tufts: 65  
Trinity: 49

---

**College View Tavern**

215 Zien Street

GRINDERS AND SANDWICHES

CLAMS ON THE HALF SHELL

OUR SPECIALTY

**An Amazing Offer by**

HOLIDAY

Pipe Mixture

The pipe that every smoker wants—DANAY, the pipe that won't break, that can be admired for years and years.

**Only 50¢**

with 50¢ off with every purchase of $1.00 DANY PIPE MIXTURE

**Until March 31st**

**Join our DANY PIPE MIXTURE Club**

**Eat At**

**Golf Food and Service Home Comforts**

175 Washington St., Hartford

**RAYS TAILOR SHOP**

211 ZION STREET

Pressing, Cleaning, Repairing

For All Trinity Students

**Fairfield Pharmacy**

Prescriptions, Drugs, and

Men's Needs

Stone's Throw from the College

**When You Want FLOWERS**

Call on

**KENNETH T. MACKAY**

HOTEL BOND

71-117

An Alumnus of Your Old Rival

Hamilton College

**Spots Horizon**

By Marshall Rankin

This Saturday the Trowbridge Pool building will be the scene of the annual Pre-Season Invitation Swimming Meet, which ranks among the finest competitive and scholastic events of the season. A large crowd of enthusiastic spectators has always attended this event in the past years, and this year will be no exception. This season's defending champions are the men of Hopkins Grammar School of New Haven.

Following the meet, a dinner will be held in the Hamlin Dining Hall for the contestants, at which the winners and outstanding performers, in general, are toasted. The meet marks the twelfth of its kind since its inception.

Field House Presents Active Scene

Trinity's new Field House has been put to good use during recent afternoons and evenings. The fine new facility has already contributed to an attempt to finish off the season in good style, but also Dan Jensen's pitchers and catchers have been working out daily. The varsity and freshman candidates under Stu Parks are both working out on the field, and even some football plays are being worked out at this early date to stump future opponents. Previews on all spring sports will appear in the Tripod soon.

Congratulations are in order for Fred Kirschner and Ted Ward, who recently set new Trinity swimming records. Both Jensen and the freshmen brought the record in the timelapse of 2:55-5, while Ward dipped the freshmen record in the 20-yard freestyle. Jensen and even some football plays are being worked out at this early date to stump future opponents. Previews on all spring sports will appear in the Tripod soon.

The class of the American League has also been produced, and Trinity can be proud of them. For the varsity, the work of Costa, Kirschner, Cutting, and Griffin has been particularly noteworthy.

Curtin Scores Against Tufts

The金陵 of the American League, the all-conquering Bristlers, clinched first place in 14 starts, James (Moon) Curtin once again showed his ability to click cutting under or near the basket. This aspect of the game has been particularly noteworthy. The class of the American League has also been produced, and Trinity can be proud of them. For the varsity, the work of Costa, Kirschner, Cutting, and Griffin has been particularly noteworthy.

Rioters Annex American League Title
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By D·ck

~------------------------------------

J-Sox Win National League Basketball Title With Record Win Over Delta Phi

Score 97-36 Victory; Raden Nets 46 Pts.

The J-Sox won the 1949 National Intercollegiate Championship by virtue of three victories this past week, and finished the season with an overall record of the only loss being absorbed two weeks ago.

The Bulldogs fell to the J-Sox 58-44 despite the 21 points piled up by Sergeant of the laurels. The clinching game last Thursday when the Crow's aban- doned a 39-32 loss at the hands of the 11th Man.

Ed Ludorf and Linardo's both racked up 21 points power of George Rho. Bob O'Brien set a new individual scoring record built up by the Yearling's to withstand Raden at all as he threw in 22 baskets.

The clinching game was the 75-66 over Delta Phi. Bob Sharpe and Ludorf both racked up 21 points each to lead the J-Sox. With a 41-12 half-time advantage, the winners con- tinued their surge in the second half. Bich Hungerford and Art Raybold notched 10 and 9 points, respectively.

Les Raden, Theta Xi's sharpshooter, captivated the new individual scoring record when he notched 46 points in his team's 56-14 win over Commons in the League's game Monday night in the Field House. The losers were unable to stop Raden at all as he threw in 22 baskets from almost every point on the floor. Kelly's five points was high for the Commons Club.

Delta Phi stopped Theta Xi Thursday afternoon with a 41-25 win, fea- tured by 19 points on the part of Ben Torrey and 16 more by Ray O'Connor. Raden continued his high scoring ways with 18 more counters.

Theta Xi won its sixth game in 11 starts on Friday when it bowled over the Bulldogs 55-30. Les Raden once more led the scoring with 26 markers, giving him a total of 108 in the last four games and made him high scorer in the league, while Dave Bathe led 17 additional points. Barry and Burgener each scored 10 points apiece for the neutral organization.

Delta Phi Loses Two

In other two games play dur- ing the week, Delta Phi whipped Delta Phi 71-25 and the Bulldogs also beat Delta Phi, 52-37. Delta Phi was led by Ben Torrey who posted 39 markers, while Bob O'Brien scored 21 more. Bill Wetten posted nine markers to pass the losers.

Burgener 22 points and Somers' 12 were too many for Delta Phi to overcome as the Bulldogs won their game.

Rud Minster posted 12 markers for the losers.

Stu Holden dropped to second place in the scoring race having amassed 144 points to date while Les Raden of Theta Xi, setting a torrid pace during the second half of the season, took the lead with 123 points.

~------------------------------------

Yearling Quintet

Olton Monson 51-50

Hutnick Scores 18

Victors Withstand Last Quarter Rally

By Dick Sanger

The Trinity Freshman who had a last quarter drive by Monson Academy to annex its ninth win of the season by a 51-50 margin in the preliminary game at the Field House last Friday night.

The 18 points amassed by Larry Hustwick was high for the evening, Bob O'Brien added 12 more to the attack.

However, it was the fine driving power of George Strout's protege in the second half which was outstanding. Bruno Christofini and Lynn Smith spearheaded the fast cutting attack upon the visitors. The darting passing set up scoring attempts under the basket time and time again, and it took a large third quarter binge built up by the Yearlings to withstand the rally.

With less than a minute to go, the visitors shared the lead to one mere point and stole the ball away to attempt another score. Trin retrieved possession, and proceeded to freeze the ball the remaining 32 seconds.

Box Score:

TRIN FRESHMAN 51, D·CK 46

Monson, L. 10, Hustwick, L. 14, Christofini, B. 2, O'Brien, B. 12, Shlurup, P. 2, Raden, L. 2,总计 50

D·CK 46

Nobles, J. 4, Sanger, L. 14, Strout, L. 21,总计 39

Half Time: 24-24

Trinity Freshman

~------------------------------------

Union Last Game

Union will afford the opportunity to Ray O'Connor's courageous this Saturday night at the Memorial Field House to wind up the 1949-49 Basketball season. Going into last week of the sea- son with only two games left, the Hilltoppers held a seven and seven record. Following the game with Wesleyan yesterday, Captain Ponselle and the other eleven men of the squad will be getting in readiness for the final game of the year. Co-captains Jim Lempick and Bill Grant lead a team composed of small front-guards. Tim Sheehan, however, does stand six foot six, but has shown some weaknesses under the boards.

Union won Trinity last year 52-37 despite 30 points by Bill Perkins.

Cutting, Brewer, Grant And Edwards Pace Varsity Tankmen 52-23 Win

Union Succumbs To Trinity's Oslaught

By Dick Sanger

On Saturday, February 26, the Varsity matmen made the long trip to Union without three of the mainstays, Kirschner, Costa, and Vanderbeck. The team's determined efforts, however, put Union to rest 52-23. Last year, the Blue and Gold won by the slimmest of margins, 56-57.

Tim Cuttine was high point man with stats in the 220 and 300-yard freestyle. Brewer was on the winning medley team and also won the 220-yard breaststroke. Grant also made two winning efforts in the 500-yard medley and the 160-yard backstroke.

Dave Edwards was the fourth to score points in two events with a second in the 220 freestyle and a winning effort in the initial leg of the 400-yard relay.

On Wednesday, February 23, the Freshmen swimmers defeated Hopkins 43-26. The Yearlings now post a six and one record. The outstanding perfor- mance was turned in by Chip Valle when he outstripped Tony Mason in the 200- yard freestyle in the excellent time of 2:13.9.

~------------------------------------

Frost and Varsity Squash notch Wins

The Trinity Squad team won its initial meet of the season by virtue of a 6 to 0 edge over M.I.T. last Saturday afternoon. The Freshmen won all four matches with a smashing 4 to 1 verdict over the M.I.T. Yearlings.

~------------------------------------
Down Fraternity Row

PHI UPSILON: Good afternoon, friends brother—and whoever else comes along. As the day begins to draw to a close we must briefly recap the past Psi U week. Anyway, we were at church on Wednesday, you reporter Sunday, but no matter, again. Nevertheless it has been a quiet week except for the presence of the brothers, but brother or “freshmen” has the possibility of aches and pains by means of “treatments” in his newly constructed hospital, and all is quiet on the western front. However, it should be noted that the entire house will be out to see the triumphant return of brother Harvey to the college on Saturday because his car has been fixed up by means of “Mae” and Dick and Mervin are pulling their weight.

FRIDAY, March 2, 1945

BRENNER: On Saturday Brother Long, weighing 260 pounds, was stricken down by a terminal illness. It is rumored that Jay sends his spare time in structuring automobile manipulation in the used car business. On Saturday Brothers McLellan and Schultz were comforted with the problem of how to attend their eleven-thirty classes, yet be able to catch a 12:30 train for Endicott Junior College, where they presumably were to enjoy a hot weekend. Not to be outdone by “Mae” and Dick were Brothers Robinson, Parlin, Richard, Ratcliff, Cohen, Ormsby, Sligh, and Foster, (assisted by pledge D. W. Hutch, Jr., of Longmeadow, Alabama) who lounged up a dance at the Hartford Junior College. Apparently not interested in such types of amusement were Brothers Austin, Wash, and Taylor, who, with pledge Thomas spent Saturday burning up New England roads in search of such far-away places as Troy and Pawling. Yours until the next time—(H.O.T.)

SIGMA NU is recapturing one of the best parties that the house has seen for a long time. Every one had a good time—ask Ed Roth, Bill McKeen, and Phil Simon. As the evening progressed and the people passed out Dick Garrison could be seen passing his little teapot around. It got a rise from all the brothers. Lucky Brex has a pot to go running the whole show. Everyone is mourning the loss of Tim Cutt's Scotch friend. Sorry to hear about your misfortune, Tim. The question of the week is: who is Johnny Larson? Tom Head met a boom pal on his trip to Westfield. Tell us all about it, Tom. Sigma Nu is forging ahead in the sports world also. Our house basketball team triumphed over the Triangles to finish the season in third place. Next Leo found that holding hands with a national sprint champion does not pay off. Better luck in your future competition. Our游泳, Tim Cutting, Dave Simons, and Jim Grant, such turned in victories to help Trindu down Union. What is this “hearse” everyone is talking about? (C. B. M.)

DELTA PHI left the door slightly ajar Saturday in anticipation of the arrival of alumni for the formal initiation that afternoon. Surely enough about down grades from both the New York and Hartford areas made their appearance to help lose the fettters of pledgship and secure the bonds of brotherhood. It is, therefore, with great gusto that the Sigma Chi announces the initiation of the following: Sydney Harris Cliff of Flanders, N.J.; Richard Mes Que Graf of York, N.Y.; Andrew George Cortes, Jr., of Hamilton; T. Richard Cale Bal of Hollywood, Fla.; Richard Capla Hall of Pittsburgh, Pa.; Douglas A. Harvey of New York, N.Y.; Joseph Vanagh Hopkins of Pollerby, Ill.; Richard Warren Hargood of Ron Hartford; Irving Arnon Lach of Hamburg, N.Y.; Arthur William Bagbold, Jr., of Maspuntupi, Mass.; Rusk Osborne Doubly, Jr., of Bost­own, Pa.; and Stuart Cowan Wood, of Rye, N.Y. Congratulations, boys! Well assured of your worth we have chosen you as Brothers. May you not merely accept and treat as, but may you create and transform.

(B. D. D.)

ALPHA CHI RHO: We feel we should make known a little story about Tripod re-writer editor Matthew. Recently Ed was brushing his teeth in unfamiliar surroundings, thought the toothpaste tasted rather strange, too, took a second look at the tube, nine out of ten! However, he got the best shine on his ivorys you ever seen in your life! We understand Beld Shaw is investigating the possibility of having a private wire installed to Wheaton. It would probably save you plenty in the long run, brother Shaw! If you think we are talking through our noses when we say that there is an up and coming sport, Just ask Lee Mitchell or Hank Perce. They are reported considering the turning of our basement into a giant chess board, using pledges of chosen men, come next fall! The House managed to wrangle a few shakers from Brothers Thomas for some piping sody puddles to replace those demolished by Gehr and Snare in that swing of a violent game. Brothers Warren and Wildrick spend most of their waking hours giving the defensesless celluloid ball the third degree. Saturday night, Dick Available led a small, but experienced delegation to Hartford Junior College to report that their Mission accomplished! (B. D. W.)

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON: Brother Luster has good advice for anyone having an idea that “Bingo” Hall en joys having salt added to his ice cream. It seems that Luster was formally initiated into the “Lotus Club” by Brothers Hall, an old hand at the task, and Irons and is now a member in good standing along with Brothers Nelson, Shepard and Woollacott, the latter being a charter member from previous years. A man’s past is an essential item as Brothers Coddowdworth found out when he tangled with Brother "Ruben" Farrell. When Mac Simpson is away, enjoying a weekend at Wheaton, he is it is, little boy Brother Patterson, had a cup of tea and found himself evicted from a well known residence in Hartford. Brothers Woollacott, Palne and Farrell were only happy to have the stove is now a reality. Brothers Koody and Burns along with Hank were able to procure some hot places but the job was a tough one and Bill was found resting peacefully in it. Not interested in the idea Sunday morning. Burns and Hank have not yet seen. (L. H. E.)

THETA XI: Congratulations to Brothers Forte, Smith, and Christakos, who are the new assistant treasurer, assistant house manager, and assistant...